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ARITHMETIC DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS ON GLn, I:
DIFFERENTIAL COCYCLES
ALEXANDRU BUIUM AND TAYLOR DUPUY
Abstract. The theory of differential equations has an arithmetic analogue
[10] in which derivatives are replaced by Fermat quotients. One can then
ask what is the arithmetic analogue of a linear differential equation. The
study of usual linear differential equations is the same as the study of the
differential cocycle from GLn into its Lie algebra given by the logarithmic
derivative [17]. However we prove here that there are no such cocycles in the
context of arithmetic differential equations. In sequels of this paper [12, 13] we
will remedy the situation by introducing arithmetic analogues of Lie algebras
and a skew version of differential cocycles; this will lead to a theory of linear
arithmetic differential equations.
1. Introduction and main results
In [7] an arithmetic analogue of differential equations was introduced in which
derivations are replaced by Fermat quotient operators; cf. [10] for an overview of the
theory which was mostly concerned with Abelian varieties and Shimura varieties.
With the exception of [9], however, little attention has been given to the case of
arithmetic differential equations attached to linear algebraic groups such as GLn.
The present paper is the first in a series of papers whose purpose is to shed some
light into the theory for GLn. In particular, one of our main motivations is to
understand what is the correct notion of “linear arithmetic differential equation”.
The basic clue should come from the Ritt-Kolchin differential algebra [17] whose
arithmetic analogue is the theory in [7, 10]. So let us examine Kolchin’s setting first.
Since we will later treat Kolchin’s theory and our arithmetic theory simultaneously
it is convenient to use the same notation in two different contexts. We call these
contexts the δ-algebraic setting (corresponding to Kolchin’s theory) and the δ-
arithmetic setting (corresponding to the theory in [7, 10]).
In the δ-algebraic setting we denote by R a field of characteristic zero equipped
with a derivation δ : R → R and we assume R is δ-closed (which is the same as
constrainedly closed in Kolchin’s terminology [17]). We denote by Rδ the field of
constants {c ∈ R; δc = 0}. In this context we will consider smooth schemes of
finite type X over R (i.e. nonsingular varieties) and we denote by X(R) the set of
R-points of X ; if there is no danger of confusion we often simply write X in place
of X(R).
In the δ-arithmetic setting we assume R is the unique complete discrete valuation
ring with maximal ideal generated by an odd prime p and residue field k = R/pR
equal to the algebraic closure Fap of Fp; then we denote by δ : R → R the unique
p-derivation on R in the sense of [7]; recall that δx = φ(x)−x
p
p
where φ : R → R is
the unique ring homomorphism lifting the p-power Frobenius on the residue field
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k. We denote by Rδ the monoid of constants {λ ∈ R; δλ = 0}; so Rδ consists of 0
and all roots of unity in R. Also we denote by K the fraction field of R. In this
context we will consider smooth schemes of finite type X over R or, more generally,
smooth p-formal schemes of finite type, by which we mean formal schemes locally
isomorphic to p-adic completions of smooth schemes of finite type; we denote by
X(R) the set of R-points of X ; if there is no danger of confusion we often simply
write X in place of X(R). Groups in the category of smooth p-formal schemes will
be called smooth group p-formal schemes.
In the δ-algebraic setting a map f : RN → RM will be called a δ-map of order
n if there exists an M -vector F = (Fj) of polynomials Fj ∈ R[x0, ..., xn] with
coefficients in R in n+ 1 N -tuples of variables x0, ..., xn, such that
(1.1) f(a) = F (a, δa, ..., δna), a ∈ RN .
In the δ-arithmetic setting a map f : RN → RM will be called a δ-map of order
n if there exists an M -vector F = (Fj) of restricted power series Fj ∈ R[x0, ..., xn ]ˆ
(where ˆ means p-adic completion) such that 1.1 holds. In both the δ-algebraic
and the δ-arithmetic setting one can then consider affine smooth schemes X,Y and
define a map f : X(R)→ Y (R) to be a δ-map of order n if there exist embeddings
X ⊂ AN , Y ⊂ AM such that f is induced by a δ-map RN → RM of order n; we
simply write f : X → Y . Even more generally if X is any smooth scheme and
Y is an affine scheme a set theoretic map X → Y is called a δ-map of order n if
there exists an affine cover X =
⋃
Xi such that all the induced maps Xi → Y are
δ-maps of order n. If G,H are smooth group schemes a δ-homomorphism G→ H
is, by definition, a δ-map which is also a homomorphism. We shall review these
concepts in section 2 following [7, 10] in the δ-arithmetic setting and [17, 14, 6] in
the δ-algebraic setting. We will use a slightly different (but equivalent) approach
using jet spaces.
Assume we are in either the δ-algebraic or in the δ-arithmetic setting. Let G
be an algebraic group (i.e. smooth group scheme) over R and let L(G) be its Lie
algebra which we view as a group scheme over R isomorphic as a scheme with the
affine space. Denote by ⋆ : G× L(G)→ L(G) the (left) adjoint action.
Definition 1.1. A classical δ-cocycle of G with values in L(G) is a δ-map f : G→
L(G) which is a cocycle for the adjoint action; i.e. for all g1, g2 ∈ G(R) we have
(1.2) f(g1g2) = f(g1) + g1 ⋆ f(g2).
Here G(R) is the set of R-points of G. If in the definition above f is a regular
map (i.e. a morphism of schemes over R) then we say f is a regular cocycle.
The adjective classical in the above definition was used in order to distinguish
between the classical δ-cocycles introduced above and skew δ-cocycles to be intro-
duced in [12]; skew δ-cocycles will then be viewed as “non-classical” objects.
Remark 1.2.
1) For G a smooth closed subgroup scheme of some GLn, identifying L(G) with
a Lie subalgebra of gln = L(GLn), we get that condition 1.2 reads
f(g1g2) = f(g1) + g1f(g2)g
−1
1 .
On the other hand if G is a (non-necessarily affine) smooth commutative group
then condition 1.2 reads
f(g1g2) = f(g1) + f(g2)
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i.e. f is simply a δ-homomorphism. In view of Kolchin’s theory [17] it seems
reasonable to introduce the following definition (in both the δ-algebraic and the
δ-arithmetic contexts): a linear differential equation is an equation of the form
f(u) = α where f is a classical δ-cocycle of G with values in L(G), u ∈ G(R) is the
unknown and α ∈ L(G)(R) is a given R-point of the Lie algebra.
2) Assume we are in the δ-algebraic context and assumeG is defined over the field
of constants Rδ of δ. In that case there is a remarkable order 1 classical δ-cocycle
lδ : G → L(G) called the Kolchin logarithmic derivative. For G closed in GLn
and δ-horizontal (i.e. defined by equations with coefficients in Rδ) lδ is defined by
lδg = δg · g−1, g ∈ G(R). This essentially models, in the context at hand, concepts
that go back to Lie and Cartan. Also the equation lδ(u) = α for G = GLn reduces
to an equation δu = αu which is the familiar form of a linear differential equation.
The above construction can be generalized to the case when G has a structure of
D-group [5, 19] i.e. G comes equipped with a derivation OG → OG extending that
of R and compatible with the group structure.
3) Assume again that we are in the δ-algebraic context. Then for any Abelian
variety A over R (not necessarily defined over the field of constants Rδ!) there is
a surjective, order 2, δ-homomorphisms f : A→ L(A) (hence a classical δ-cocycle)
into the Lie algebra L(A) of A; this follows from Manin’s work [18] (cf. [4, 6] for a
different construction of Manin’s map f). It turns out that there is an analogue of
Manin maps in the δ-arithmetic setting [7]: for any abelian scheme A over R there
is an order 2 surjective δ-homomorphism f : A→ L(A) with remarkable properties
(e.g one has a precise description of its kernel which is analogous to the Manin
theorem of the kernel [18]). Similar maps exist for linear tori in place of abelian
schemes; in particular there is a complete description of the δ-homomorphisms
Gm → Ga = L(Gm); cf. Lemma 3.4 (which follows immediately from [7]).
To summarize, one has a good definition of linear differential equations in the
δ-algebraic setting. Moreover there is a nice δ-arithmetic analogue of linear differ-
ential equations in the case of Abelian varieties. However our Theorem 1.3 below
shows that there is no “naive” δ-arithmetic analogue of the linear differential equa-
tions in the case of GLn: what we show is that there is no “naive” δ-arithmetic
analogue of the Kolchin logarithmic derivative for GLn, n ≥ 2.
Theorem 1.3. Assume we are in the δ-arithmetic setting. Let f : GLn → gln be
a classical δ-cocycle. Then there exists a δ-homomorphism ω : Gm → Ga and there
exists v ∈ gln(R) such that for all g ∈ GLn(R) we have:
f(g) = ω(det(g))1n + gvg
−1 − v.
The corresponding statement in algebraic geometry, saying that if a map of
varieties GLn → gln over an algebraically closed field of characteristic zero is a
cocycle then the map must be a couboundary, is “well known” and follows easily
from Whitehead’s lemma; cf. Lemma 3.1.
Note also that our computations have a δ-algebraic variant leading to a charac-
terization of Kolchin’s logarithmic derivative that seems to be new. Indeed assume
we are in the δ-algebraic setting and let f : GLn → gln be a classical δ-cocycle. Let
us say that f is δ-coherent if for any algebraic subgroup G ⊂ GLn defined over the
field of constants Rδ with Lie algebra L(G) we have that f(G) ⊂ L(G). It is well
known (and trivial to check) that Kolchin’s logarithmic derivative lδ : GLn → gln,
lδg = δg · g−1, is a δ-coherent classical δ-cocycle. Conversely we will prove:
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Theorem 1.4. Assume we are in the δ-algebraic setting. Let f : GLn → gln be a
δ-coherent classical δ-cocycle and assume n ≥ 2. Then there exists ν ∈ R such that
for all g ∈ GLn(R),
f(g) = ν · δg · g−1.
For n = 1 the above fails; instead one has a complete description of the situation
in this case due to Cassidy [14]; cf. Lemma 3.4 for a review of this.
As already mentioned Theorem 1.3 shows that there is no “naive” analogue
of Kolchin’s logarithmic derivative for GLn when n ≥ 2. In order to find, then,
an arithmetic analogue of linear differential equations we will be led in [12, 13] to
replace Lie algebras of algebraic groups by objects that are less linear and, arguably,
are better adapted to the arithmetic jet theory. This will lead to a theory of linear
arithmetic differential equations.
The present paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews some of the basic
concepts in [7, 10]. In section 3 we present the proofs of Theorems 1.3 and 1.4
about classical δ-cocycles.
Acknowledgement. The authors are indebted to P. Cartier for inspiring dis-
cussions and to A. Minchenko for providing the proof of Lemma 3.1. Also the first
author would like to acknowledge partial support from the Hausdorff Institute of
Mathematics in Bonn and from the NSF through grant DMS 0852591.
2. Review of p-jets
The aim of this section is to review the relevant material on the δ-arithmetic
setting in [7, 10]. We will also include the relevant corresponding comments on
differential algebra [17, 14, 6].
Assume first we are in the δ-arithmetic setting. Recall from the introduction that
we denote by R the complete discrete valuation ring with maximal ideal generated
by an odd prime p and algebraically closed residue field k = Fap. Then R comes
equipped with a unique lift of Frobenius φ : R→ R i.e. with a ring homomorphism
whose reduction mod p is the p-th power map. For x a tuple of indeterminates over
R and tuples of indeterminates x′, ..., x(n), ... we let R{x} = R[x, x′, x′′, ...] and we
still denote by φ : R{x} → R{x} the unique lift of Frobenius extending φ on R
such that φ(x) = xp + px′, φ(x′) = (x′)p + px′′, etc. Then we let δ : R{x} → R{x}
be defined as δf = p−1(φ(f) − fp); so δx = x′, δx′ = x′′, etc. We view δ as an
analogue of the total derivative operator in differential algebra. Now for any affine
scheme of finite type X = Spec R[x]/(f) over R, where f is a tuple of polynomials,
we define the p-jet spaces of X as being the p-formal schemes
(2.1) Jn(X) = Spf
R[x, x′, ..., x(n) ]ˆ
(f, δf, ..., δnf)
For X of finite type but not necessarily affine we define Jn(X) =
⋃
Jn(Xi) where
X =
⋃
Xi is an affine cover and the gluing is an obvious one. The spaces J
n(X)
have an obvious universality property for which we refer to [7, 10] and can be defined
for X a p-formal scheme of finite type as well. If X/R is smooth then Jn(X) is
locally the p-adic completion of a smooth scheme. The universality property yields
natural maps on sets of R-points ∇n : X(R)→ Jn(X)(R); for X = Am (the affine
space), Jn(X) = Am(n+1) and ∇n(a) = (a, δa, ..., δna). Let X,Y be schemes of
finite type over R; by a δ-map (of order n) f : X → Y we understand a map of
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p-formal schemes Jn(X) → J0(Y ) = Ŷ . Two δ-maps X → Y and Y → Z of
orders n and m respectively can be composed (using the universality property) to
yield a δ-map of order n+m. Any δ-map f : X → Y induces a set theoretic map
f∗ : X(R) → Y (R) defined by f∗(P ) = f(∇
n(P )); if X,Y are smooth the map
f∗ uniquely determines the map f and, in this case, we simply write f instead of
f∗ (and X,Y instead of X(R), Y (R)). A δ-map X → Y of order zero is nothing
but a map of p-formal schemes X̂ → Ŷ . The functors Jn commute with products
and send groups into groups. By a δ-homomorphism f : G → H between two
group schemes (or group p-formal schemes) we understand a group homomorphism
Jn(G)→ J0(H) = Ĥ .
The Kolchin δ-algebraic setting can be presented in a similar way. In this setting
one defines jet spaces Jn(X) of schemes of finite type X over R by the same
formula 2.1 in which one drops the symbol ,ˆ one replaces Spf by Spec, and one
takes δ : R{x} → R{x} to be the unique derivation extending δ on R and sending
δx = x′, δx′ = x′′, etc. If X is smooth then Jn(X) are smooth over R. Again one
has natural set theoretic maps ∇n : X(R)→ Jn(X)(R). A δ-map f : X → Y is, as
before, a morphism of schemes Jn(X)→ Y ; one defines similarly the composition
of δ-maps. Any δ-map f : X → Y induces a set theoretic map f∗ : X(R)→ Y (R)
which determines f uniquely if X and Y are smooth; in this case we write f in
place of f∗. A δ-map of order zero is nothing but a map of schemes. One defines
δ-homomorphisms in the expected way. The formalism of flows and prime integrals
is similar and boils down, of course, to the classical picture.
Remark 2.1. The p-jet spaces Jn(X) have natural algebraizations which, in their
turn, have multi-prime versions. The resulting jet functors are adjoint to the Witt
functors. Cf. Borger’s work [1, 2].
3. Proofs of Theorems 1.3 and 1.4
We start with the “non-differential” case which is “well known”; for convenience
we include a proof (for which we are indebted to A. Minchenko):
Lemma 3.1. Let f : GLn(F ) → gln(F ) be a regular map of algebraic varieties
over an algebraically closed field F of characteristic zero and assume f is a cocycle
i.e. for all g1, g2 ∈ GLn(F ) equation 1.2 holds. Then f is a coboundary, i.e. there
exists v ∈ gln(F ) such that for all g ∈ GLn(F ), f(g) = gvg
−1 − v.
Proof. If in 1.2 we set g1 = x ∈ GLn(F ), g2 = 1+ ǫξ ∈ GLn(F [ǫ]) where 1 is the
identity, ǫ2 = 0, and ξ ∈ gl(F ) and if we take the coefficient of ǫ we get
dxf(xξ) = xd1f(ξ)x
−1,
equivalently
(3.1) dxf(ξ) = xd1f(x
−1ξ)x−1.
Similarly setting g1 = 1 + ǫξ, g2 = x in 1.2 we get
(3.2) dxf(ξ) = d1f(ξx
−1) + [ξx−1, f(x)].
From 3.1 and 3.2 we get
(3.3) xd1f(x
−1ξ)x−1 = d1f(ξx
−1) + [ξx−1, f(x)]
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for all x ∈ GLn(F ) and ξ ∈ gln(F ) and hence for all x ∈ GLn(A), ξ ∈ gln(A), A
an F -algebra. Setting in 3.3 x = 1 + ǫη ∈ GLn(F [ǫ]), with η ∈ gln(F ) and taking
the coefficient of ǫ we get
d1f([ξ, η]) = [d1f(ξ), η] + [ξ, d1f(η)]
so d1f is a derivation on gln(F ). Note that d1f preserves sln(F ). Indeed by 1.2 we
have
tr f(g1g2) = tr f(g1) + tr f(g2).
Since GLn has no regular non-zero homomorphism into Ga we get tr f = 0 hence f
takes values in sln(F ). Now by the first Whitehead lemma [16], p. 77, all derivations
of sln(F ) are inner hence there exists v ∈ sln(F ) such that
(3.4) d1f(ξ) = [ξ, v]
for all ξ ∈ sln(F ). By 3.3, for all λ ∈ F , f(λ1) centralizes all of gln(F ) and,
since f(λ1) ∈ sln(F ), we must have f(λ1) = 0. We conclude that 3.4 holds for
all ξ ∈ gln(F ). Let f
v : GLn(F ) → gln(F ) be the coboundary f
v(g) = gvg−1 − v
and note that d1f = d1f
v. Since, by 3.3, dxf is determined by d1f it follows that
dxf = dxf
v for all x ∈ GLn(F ). Since f(1) = f
v(1) = 0 it follows that f = fv. 
As a consequence we get:
Lemma 3.2. Assume we are in the δ-arithmetic setting. Let f : GLn → gln be
a map of schemes over R and assume f is a cocycle i.e. for all g1, g2 ∈ GLn(R)
equation 1.2 holds. Then f is a coboundary, i.e. there exists v ∈ gln(R) such that
for all g ∈ GLn(R), f(g) = gvg
−1 − v.
Proof. Let K be the fraction field of R and F its algebraic closure. By Lemma
3.1 there exists vF ∈ gln(F ) such that f(g) = gvF g
−1 − vF for all g ∈ GLn(F ).
Denoting by vK the sum of the conjugates of vF overK we have f(g) = gvKg
−1−vK
for all g ∈ GL2(K). Let m ≥ 1 be an integer such that p
mvK ∈ gl2(R). If
w = pmvK − α1 = (wij) then we have gwg
−1 − w = pmf(g) ∈ pmgln(R) for all
g ∈ GLn(R). Taking g to be an arbitrary diagonal matrix we get that wij ≡ 0 mod
pm for i 6= j. Taking g = 1 + eij , i 6= j, with eij having all its entries 0 except the
(i, j) entry which is 1 we get wii ≡ wjj mod p
m; since w11 ≡ 0 mod p
m we get that
all the entries of w are divisible by pm in R. So w = pmv, v ∈ gln(R), and hence
f(g) = gvg−1 − v for all g ∈ GLn(R), which proves our claim. 
Lemma 3.3.
1) [7] Assume we are in the δ-arithmetic setting. Then any δ-homomorphism
f : Ga → Ga, viewed as a map f : R→ R, has the form
f(a) =
r∑
i=0
λiφ
i(a), a ∈ R
for some λ0, ..., λr ∈ R.
2) [14] Assume we are in the δ-algebraic setting. Then any δ-homomorphism
f : Ga → Ga, viewed as a map f : R→ R, has the form
f(a) =
r∑
i=0
λiδ
i(a), a ∈ R
for some λ0, ..., λr ∈ R.
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Proof. 2) is due to Cassidy [14], p. 936. To check 1), note that by [7] there exists
ν ≥ 1 and λi ∈ R such that p
νf(a) =
∑
λiφ
i(a), a ∈ R. We are left to check that if
for ci ∈ R we have that for any a ∈ R,
∑
ciφ
i(a) ∈ pR then we must have ci ∈ pR
for all i. But this follows from the fact that
∑
cia
pi ≡ 0 mod p for all a ∈ R and
from the fact that the residue field of R is algebraically closed. 
Next recall from [7], p. 313, that there exists a remarkable δ-homomorphism
ψ : Gm → Ga given on R-points by
ψ(a) =
∑
n≥1
(−1)n−1
pn−1
n
(
δa
ap
)n
.
With this notation we have:
Lemma 3.4.
1) [7] Assume we are in the δ-arithmetic setting. Then any δ-homomorphism
f : Gm → Ga, viewed as a map f : R
× → R, has the form
f(a) =
r∑
i=0
λiφ
i(ψ(a)), a ∈ R×
for some λ0, ..., λr ∈ R.
2) [14] Assume we are in the δ-algebraic setting. Then any δ-homomorphism
f : Gm → Ga, viewed as a map f : R
× → R, has the form
f(a) =
r∑
i=0
λiδ
i(δa · a−1), a ∈ R×
for some λ0, ..., λr ∈ R.
Proof. 2) is due to Cassidy [14]. To check 1) note that by [7] there exist ν ≥ 1
such that pνf has the above form; we conclude exactly as in Lemma 3.3. 
If instead of looking at δ-homomorphisms Gm → Ga we are looking at cocycles
of non-trivial actions the situation is very different:
Lemma 3.5. Assume we are either in the δ-algebraic setting or in the δ-arithmetic
setting. Assume f : Gm → Ga is a δ-morphism and 0 6= s ∈ Z is an integer such
that for any a1, a2 ∈ R
× we have
f(a1a2) = f(a1) + a
s
1f(a2).
Then there exists µ ∈ R such that
f(a) = µ(1− as), a ∈ R×;
in particular f is a regular cocyle.
Proof. Let us assume first we are in the δ-arithmetic setting. By induction on
r ≥ 1 one gets, for all a ∈ R×:
f(ar) = (1 + as + a2s + ...+ a(r−1)s)f(a).
In particular for any ν ≥ 0 one gets
(3.5) (1− as)f(ap
ν
) = (1 − asp
ν
)f(a)
Now recall that
O(Jn(Gm)) = R[x, x
−1, x′, ..., x(n) ]ˆ .
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Identify the point set map f with a restricted power series f ∈ R[x, x−1, x′, ..., x(n) ]ˆ
and write
f =
∑
i1,...,in≥0
fi1...in(x)(x
′)i1 ...(x(n))in
where fi1...in ∈ R[x, x
−1 ]ˆ tend to 0 p-adically for |i1| + ... + |in| → ∞. By 3.5 we
get
(3.6) (1− xs)
∑
i1,...,in≥0
fi1...in(x
pν )δ(xp
ν
)i1 ...δn(xp
ν
)in
= (1 − xsp
ν
)
∑
i1,...,in≥0
fi1...in(x)(x
′)i1 ...(x(n))in
By induction on ν it is easy to see that for any ν ≥ r ≥ 1 we have
(3.7) δr(xp
ν
) ∈ pν−r+1R[x, x′, ..., x(r)];
cf. also [11]. Fix (i1, ..., in) 6= (0, ..., 0) and let ν ≥ n be arbitrary. Picking out the
coefficient of (x′)i1 ...(x(n))in in the equation 3.6 we get
(1− xsp
ν
)fi1...in ∈ p
ν−n+1R[x, x−1 ]ˆ .
Since ν is arbitrary we get
fi1...in = 0 for (i1, ..., in) 6= (0, ..., 0),
hence f = f0...0. For ν = 1 we may rewrite equation 3.6 as
(1− xs)f0...0(x
p) = (1 − xsp)f0...0(x)
The latter is an equality in R[x, x−1 ]ˆ so we can also view it as an equality in the
ring
A = {
∞∑
i=−∞
cix
i; ci → 0 for i→ −∞}
If s ≥ 1 we get the following equality in A:
g(xp) = g(x), g(x) =
f0...0(x)
1− xs
= f0...0(x)(1 + x
s + x2s + ...);
if s ≤ −1 we get the following equality in A:
g(xp) = g(x), g(x) =
−x−sf0...0(x)
1− x−s
= −x−sf0...0(x)(1 + x
−s + x−2s + ...);
In either case we get g = µ ∈ R and we are done.
Assume now we are in the δ-algebraic setting. Identify f with a polynomial in
A[x, x−1, x′, ..., x(n)] where A ⊂ R is a subring finitely generated over Z. Now select
a prime p ∈ Z which is not invertible in A; hence by Krull’s intersection theorem
∩∞n=1p
nA = 0. Then one can conclude by the same argument as above in which R
is replaced by A (and all completions are dropped); by the way 3.7 is, in this case,
obvious. 
Lemma 3.6. Assume we are either in the δ-algebraic setting or in the δ-arithmetic
setting. Assume we are given a δ-map ǫ : Gm × G
n−1
a → gln−1 and a row vector
λ ∈ Rn−1 such that for any (a1, b1), (a2, b2) ∈ R
× ×Rn−1:
(3.8) ǫ(a1a2, b1 + a1b2) = ǫ(a1, b1) + ǫ(a2, b2) + a
−1
1 (a
−1
2 − 1)λ
tb1.
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Then, for any a1, a2, a ∈ R
×, b ∈ Rn−1:
(3.9) ǫ(a1a2, 0) = ǫ(a1, 0) + ǫ(a2, 0)
(3.10) ǫ(a, b) = ǫ(a, 0) + a−1λtb.
Proof. Assume first we are in the δ-arithmetic setting. Setting b1 = b2 = 0 in
equation 3.8 we get 3.9. Setting a1 = a2 = 1 in equation 3.8 we get
ǫ(1, b1 + b2) = ǫ(1, b1) + ǫ(1, b2).
So if ǫ = (ǫkl) then by Lemma 3.3 there exist λikl ∈ R
n−1, i ≥ 0, such that
(3.11) ǫkl(1, b) =
∑
φi(b)λtikl, b ∈ R
n−1.
Now setting a1 = a ∈ R
×, a2 = 1, b1 = 0, b2 = a
−1b ∈ Rn−1 in equation 3.8 we get
(3.12) ǫkl(a, b) = ǫkl(a, 0) + ǫkl(1, a
−1b) = ǫkl(a, 0) +
∑
φi(a)−1φi(b)λtikl .
Setting a1 = 1, a2 = a ∈ R
×, b1 = b, b2 = 0, in equation 3.8 we get
(3.13) ǫkl(a, b) = ǫkl(1, b) + ǫkl(a, 0) + (a
−1 − 1)(λtb)kl
hence, using equation 3.12 we get
(3.14)
∑
(φi(a)−1 − 1)φi(b)λtikl = (a
−1 − 1)(λtb)kl.
This can be viewed as an identity in φi(a), φi(b) so we get λilk = 0 for all i ≥ 1 and
all k, l and also bλt0kl = (λ
tb)kl. Then 3.10 follows from 3.12.
Assume now we are in the δ-algebraic setting. The above argument can be
modified as follows. Instead of equation 3.11 one gets
(3.15) ǫkl(1, b) =
∑
(δib)λtikl, b ∈ R
n−1.
Instead of equation 3.12 one gets
(3.16) ǫkl(a, b) = ǫkl(a, 0) +
∑
δi(a−1b)λtikl.
Equation 3.13 remains then valid. Then instead of 3.14 we get
(3.17)
∑
(δi(a−1b)− δib)λtikl = (a
−1 − 1)(λtb)kl.
Setting b = ej = (0, ..., 1, ..., 0) (with 1 on the jth place) we get
(a−1 − 1)ejλ
t
0kl +
∑
i≥1
δi(a−1)ejλ
t
ikl = (a
−1 − 1)λkδlj
(δlj the Kronecker symbol). Hence ejλ
t
ikl = 0 for i ≥ 1 and all j, k, l. Hence λilk = 0
for i ≥ 1 and all k, l and also ejλ
t
0kl = λkδlj . So a
−1bλt0kl = (a
−1λtb)kl. This ends
the proof. 
Lemma 3.7. Assume we are either in the δ-algebraic setting or in the δ-arithmetic
setting. Assume we are given a δ-map α : Gm × G
n−1
a → A
1 and a row vector
λ ∈ Rn−1 such that for any (a1, b1), (a2, b2) ∈ R
× ×Rn−1:
(3.18) α(a1a2, b1 + a1b2) = α(a1, b1) + α(a2, b2) + a
−1
1 (1− a
−1
2 )b1λ
t.
Then for any a1, a2, a ∈ R
×, b ∈ Rn−1:
(3.19) α(a1a2, 0) = α(a1, 0) + α(a2, 0)
(3.20) α(a, b) = α(a, 0)− a−1bλt.
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Proof. Entirely similar to the proof of Lemma 3.6. 
Lemma 3.8. Assume we are either in the δ-algebraic setting or in the δ-arithmetic
setting. Assume we are given a δ-map β : Gm×G
n−1
a → A
n−1, a δ-homomorphism
ψ : Gm → gln−1, and a row vector λ ∈ R
n−1 such that for any (a1, b1), (a2, b2) ∈
R× ×Rn−1:
(3.21)
β(a1a2, b1 + a1b2) = β(a1, b1) + a1β(a2, b2)
+b1ψ(a2)
+a−12 b2λ
tb1 + a
−1
2 b1λ
tb2 + a
−1
1 (a
−1
2 − 1)b1λ
tb1
1) Assume we are in the δ-arithmetic setting. Then ψ = 0 and there exist
µ ∈ Rn−1 and ν ∈ gln−1(R) such that for any a ∈ R
×, b ∈ Rn−1 we have
(3.22) β(a, b) = (1− a)µ+ a−1bλtb+ bν.
2) Assume we are in the δ-algebraic setting. Then there exist µ ∈ Rn−1 and
ν, η ∈ gln−1(R) such that for any a ∈ R
×, b ∈ Rn−1 we have
(3.23) ψ(a) = −(a−1δa)ν;
(3.24) β(a, b) = (1− a)µ+ a−1bλtb+ bη + aδ(a−1b)ν.
Proof. Assume first we are in the δ-arithmetic setting. Setting b1 = b2 = 0 in
equation 3.21 we get
β(a1a2, 0) = β(a1, 0) + a1β(a2, 0).
So by Lemma 3.5 there exists µ ∈ Rn−1 such that
β(a, 0) = (1− a)µ, a ∈ R×.
Setting a1 = a2 = 1 in equation 3.21 we get
β(1, b1 + b2) = β(1, b1) + β(1, b2) + b2λ
tb1 + b1λ
tb2,
because ψ(1) = 0. Let β∗(b) = β(1, b)− bλtb. Then
β∗(b1 + b2) = β
∗(b1) + β
∗(b2).
So by Lemma 3.3 there exist λi ∈ gln−1(R), i ≥ 0, such that
β∗(b) =
∑
φi(b)λi, b ∈ R
n−1
hence
(3.25) β(1, b) = bλtb+
∑
φi(b)λi.
Now setting a1 = a ∈ R
×, a2 = 1, b1 = 0, b2 = a
−1b ∈ Rn−1 in equation 3.21 we
get
(3.26)
β(a, b) = β(a, 0) + aβ(1, a−1b)
= (1− a)µ+ a
(
a−2bλtb+
∑
φi(a)−1φi(b)λi
)
.
Setting a1 = 1, a2 = a ∈ R
×, b1 = b, b2 = 0 in equation 3.21 we get
(3.27) β(a, b) = β(1, b) + β(a, 0) + bψ(a) + (a−1 − 1)bλtb,
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hence, using equation 3.26 we get, after cancellation:
(3.28)
∑
(aφi(a)−1 − 1)φi(b)λi = bψ(a).
Let a = ζ be an arbitrary root of unity. Since ψ(ζ) = 0 and φ(ζ) = ζp we get:∑
(ζ1−p
i
− 1)φi(b)λi = 0.
Since, for each ζ this can be seen as an identity in φi(b) we get that for all ζ and
all i ≥ 0,
(ζ1−p
i
− 1)λi = 0.
We get that λi = 0 for all i ≥ 1. By 3.28 we get ψ = 0. By 3.26, if ν := λ0, we get
3.24. This ends to the proof of assertion 1) in the Lemma.
Assume now we are in the δ-algebraic setting. The above argument can be
modified as follows. Instead of 3.25 we get
(3.29) β(1, b) = bλtb+
∑
(δib)λi.
Instead of equation 3.26 we get
(3.30) β(a, b) = (1− a)µ+ a
(
a−2bλtb+
∑
δi(a−1b)λi
)
.
Equation 3.27 is valid. Instead of equation 3.28 we then get
(3.31)
∑
(aδi(a−1b)− δib)λi = bψ(a).
Let ψ = (ψkl) and λi = (λikl). Setting b = ej = (0, ..., 1, ..., 0) we get∑
i≥1
aδi(a−1)λijl = ψjl(a)
Replacing a by a−1 and using ψ(a−1) = −ψ(a) we get∑
i≥1
(δia)λijl = −aψjl(a)
Using the fact that ψjl is a δ-homomorphism Gm → Ga and δ is a δ-homomorphism
Ga → Ga and setting a = a1a2 one immediately concludes that λijl = 0 for i ≥ 1
and all j, l. Hence ψ(a) = −(a−1δa)λ1. Setting ν = λ1 and η = λ0 we conclude by
3.30. 
Lemma 3.9. Let x be an n× n matrix of indeterminates over Z and let ∆i(x) be
the determinant of the matrix obtained from x by removing the first i rows and the
first i columns. Let ∆(x) =
∏n−1
i=1 ∆i(x). Let W be the group of all n× n matrices
obtained from the identity matrix 1n by permuting its columns. Then there exist
w0, ..., wN ∈W and there exist elements
a1(x), ..., aN (x) ∈ Z[x,∆(x)
−1],
and 1× (n− 1) vectors
b1(x), ..., bN (x) ∈ Z[x,∆(x)
−1]n−1,
such that if
si(x) =
(
ai(x) bi(x)
0 1n−1
)
then
x = w0 · s1(x) · w1 · s2(x) · w2 · ... · sN(x) · wN
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Proof. We proceed by induction on n. Write
x =
(
u y
zt w
)
where u is one variable, y, z are 1 × (n − 1) matrices of variables and w is an
(n− 1)× (n− 1) matrix of variables. We may write
(3.32) x =
(
u− yw−1zt yw−1
0 1n−1
)(
1 0
0 w
)(
1 0
w−1zt 1n−1
)
.
Now for n × n matrices m,m′ we say m and m′ are W -equivalent if WmW =
Wm′W . We then have that
(
1 0
0 w
)
is W -equivalent to
(
w 0
0 1
)
. Also, if
w−1zt = (c1(x), ..., cn−1(x))
t then
(
1 0
w−1zt 1n−1
)
=

 1 0 0c1(x) 1 0
0 0 1n−2




1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
c2(x) 0 1 0
0 0 0 1n−3

 ....
and each of the matrices in the right hand side of the above equation isW -equivalent
to its transpose. We may conclude from 3.32 by the induction hypothesis applied
to w. 
Proof of Theorem 1.3. Write matrices in GLn(R) in block from
(
a b
ct d
)
where
a ∈ R, b, c ∈ Rn−1 are viewed as a 1 × (n − 1) matrices, ct is the transpose of c,
and d is an (n− 1)× (n− 1) matrix. Also let 1n−1 be the identity (n− 1)× (n− 1)
matrix. We may write
f
(
a b
0 1n−1
)
=
(
α(a, b) β(a, b)
γ(a, b)t ǫ(a, b)
)
where α, β, γ, ǫ are δ-morphisms from Gm×G
n−1
a to A
1,An−1,An−1, gln−1 respec-
tively. If we let (ai, bi) ∈ R
× ×Rn−1, i = 1, 2, and if we set
αi = α(ai, bi), βi = β(ai, bi), γi = γ(ai, bi), ǫi = ǫ(ai, bi), i = 1, 2,
then the cocycle relation for f yields:
(3.33)
(1) α(a1a2, b1 + a1b2) = α1 + α2 + a
−1
1 b1γ
t
2
(2) β(a1a2, b1 + a1b2) = β1 + a1β2 − α2b1 + b1ǫ2 − a
−1
1 b1γ
t
2b1
(3) γ(a1a2, b1 + a1b2) = γ1 + a
−1
1 γ2
(4) ǫ(a1a2, b1 + a1b2) = ǫ1 + ǫ2 − a
−1
1 γ
t
2b1
By equation 3.33 (3) and by Lemma 3.5 there exists λ ∈ Rn−1 such that
(3.34) γ(a, b) = (1− a−1)λ, a ∈ R×, b ∈ Rn−1.
So equation 3.33 (4) reads:
(3.35) ǫ(a1a2, b1 + a1b2) = ǫ(a1, b1) + ǫ(a2, b2) + a
−1
1 (a
−1
2 − 1)λ
tb1.
By Lemma 3.6 we get
(3.36) ǫ(a1a2, 0) = ǫ(a1, 0) + ǫ(a2, 0)
(3.37) ǫ(a, b) = ǫ(a, 0) + a−1λtb.
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Similarly, equation 3.33 (1) reads
(3.38) α(a1a2, b1 + a1b2) = α(a1, b1) + α(a2, b2) + a
−1
1 (1− a
−1
2 )b1λ
t.
By Lemma 3.7 we get
(3.39) α(a1a2, 0) = α(a1, 0) + α(a2, 0)
(3.40) α(a, b) = α(a, 0)− a−1bλt.
Finally by equations 3.34, 3.37, 3.40, equation 3.33 (2) reads
(3.41)
β(a1a2, b1 + a1b2) = β(a1, b1) + a1β(a2, b2)
+b1(ǫ(a2, 0)− α(a2, 0)1n−1)
+a−12 b2λ
tb1 + a
−1
2 b1λ
tb2 + a
−1
1 (a
−1
2 − 1)b1λ
tb1.
By Lemma 3.8
(3.42) ǫ(a, 0) = α(a, 0)1n−1, a ∈ R
×
and there exist µ ∈ Rn−1, ν ∈ gln−1(R) such that
(3.43) β(a, b) = (1− a)µ+ a−1bλtb+ bν.
Let ω : Gm → Ga be the δ-homomorphism defined by ω(a) = α(a, 0). Consider the
classical δ-cocycle f0 : GLn → gln defined by
f0(g) := f(g)− ω(det g)1n.
By Lemma 3.2 it is sufficient to show that f0 is induced on points by a regular map.
Let H ⊂ GLn the natural closed subgroup scheme such that
H(R) = {
(
a b
0 1n−1
)
; a ∈ R×, b ∈ Rn−1}.
By equations 3.40, 3.37, 3.34, the restriction of f0 to H is a regular map. On the
other hand by Lemma 3.9 there exist finitely many matrices w0, w1, ..., wN ∈ W
such that the map
H × ...×H → GLn
defined on points by
(h1, ..., hN ) 7→ w0h1w1 · · · hNwN
has a rational section
s : U → H × ...×H, s(g) = (s1(g), ..., sN (g))
defined on a Zariski open set U of GLn which meets the special fiber at p. So for
g ∈ U(R) we have
f0(g) = f0(w0 · s1(g) · w1 · ... · sN (g) · wN ).
By the cocycle condition we get that the restriction of f0 to U is regular and hence,
using translations and the cocycle condition again we get that f0 is regular on the
whole of GLn. 
Proof of Theorem 1.4. One can redo the argument in the proof of Theorem 1.3
as follows. First we assume f is any classical δ-cocycle (not necessarily δ-coherent).
The formulae giving γ, α, ǫ (3.34, 3.36, 3.37, 3.39, 3.40) are unchanged. Hence
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equation 3.41 is valid. By Lemma 3.8 there exist µ, λ ∈ Rn−1 and ν, η ∈ gln−1 such
that
(3.44) ǫ(a, 0) = α(a, 0)1n−1 − (a
−1δa)ν, a ∈ R×
(3.45) β(a, b) = (1− a)µ+ a−1bλtb+ bη + aδ(a−1b)ν.
Set g =
(
a b
0 1n−1
)
∈ H(R). By the above we conclude that
(3.46)
f(g) =

 α(a, 0)1n − a−1bλt (1− a)µ+ a−1bλtb+ bη + aδ(a−1b)ν
(1− a−1)λt α(a, 0)1n−1 − (a
−1δa)ν + a−1λtb


Now let us assume f is δ-coherent. Since f must send H into its Lie algebra,
consisting of the matrices
(
⋆ ⋆
0 0n−1
)
, we get that λ = 0 and
α(a, 0)1n−1 = (a
−1δa)ν.
This forces ν to be a scalar matrix, say ν = ǫ1n−1 and α(a, 0) = ǫ · a
−1δa. If for
v ∈ gln(R) we write f
v(g) = gvg−1 − v, g ∈ GLn(R), then note that
fv
(
a b
0 1n−1
)
=
(
0 (1 − a)µ+ bη
0 0
)
for v =
(
0 −µ
0 η
)
We conclude that
f(g) = fv(g) + ǫ · δg · g−1
for all g ∈ H(R) and hence (as in the proof of Theorem 1.3) for all g ∈ GLn(R).
Now since f and g 7→ δg · g−1 are δ-coherent it follows that fv is δ-coherent. It is
enough to prove that v is a scalar matrix. Assume v is not scalar. Then we claim
there exists u ∈ GLn(R
δ) such that uvu−1 is not in the Lie algebra t(R) ⊂ gln(R)
of diagonal matrices. Indeed if one assumes
{uvu−1;u ∈ GLn(R
δ)} ⊂ t(R),
since {uvu−1;u ∈ GLn(R
δ)} is Zariski dense in {uvu−1;u ∈ GLn(R)} we get that
{uvu−1;u ∈ GLn(R)} ⊂ t(R). Note that v itself is in t(R). So the stabilizer of v in
GLn(R) under the adjoint action has dimension n
2
1+ ...+n
2
s where n1, ..., ns are the
multiplicities of the eigenvalues of v; note that s ≥ 2 and n1 + ...+ ns = n. Hence
the dimension of {uvu−1;u ∈ GLn(R)} is n
2− (n21 + ...+n
2
s) > n = dim t (because
s ≥ 2), a contradiction. Let now G = u−1Tu where T ⊂ GLn is the torus of
diagonal matrices; so G is defined over Rδ and has Lie algebra L(G) = u−1L(T )u.
Since fv is δ-regular we have u−1duvu−1d−1u− v ∈ u−1L(T )(R)u for all d ∈ T (R).
Hence duvu−1d−1 − uvu−1 ∈ t for all d ∈ T (R). But uvu−1 is not diagonal so
there are indices i 6= j such that then (i, j)-entry of uvu−1 is non zero. Taking d
with diagonal entries di 6= dj we get that the (i, j)-entry of duvu
−1d−1 − uvu−1 is
non-zero, a contradiction. This ends the proof. 
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